Cats Are People, Too
A Collection of Cat Cartoons to Curl up With
by Dave Coverly, illustrated by Dave Coverly

It's a bit painful reading Dave's cat cartoons, because I keep thinking, 'Darn, I wish I'd thought of that. Darn, I wish I'd thought of that. Darn . . .'" - Jim Davis, creator of Garfield

A hilarious and affectionate collection of Dave Coverly's brilliant cat-themed cartoons from his Reuben Award-winning, nationally syndicated panel Speed Bump.

This full-color compendium of hilarious cat cartoons has all the charm of its companion, Dogs Are People, Too. Divided into fun chapters such as "Cats and Their Humans," "DomestiCATed," "Reigning Cats and Dogs," and filled with cat cliches, pop "capture," as well as reflections from six other award-winning, cat-loving cartoonists, this new collection is a surefire purchase perfect for animal-lovers of all ages.

Christy Ottaviano Books

Author Bio

DAVE COVERLY is a nationally syndicated cartoonist whose Speed Bump cartoons appear in more than 200 newspapers, including The Washington Post, the Chicago Tribune, and Parade magazine. He lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan. DAVE COVERLY is a nationally syndicated cartoonist whose Speed Bump cartoons appear in more than 200 newspapers, including The Washington Post, the Chicago Tribune, and Parade magazine. He lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Kairos
by Ulysse Malassagne

Nills and Anaelle are looking forward to their first night in their rustic cabin in the woods. But the couple’s idyllic vacation is suddenly thrown into turmoil when a strange flash of light bursts from the fireplace. A portal appears, and out of it spill dragon-like creatures that are armed to the teeth. They grab Anaelle and flee back through the portal, leaving a distraught Nills with a sudden decision: stay behind, or leap through after her? He leaps. And that’s when things get really weird.

In Kairos, French graphic novelist Ulysse Malassage turns the typical damsel-in-distress narrative on its head. With stunning art, epic battle scenes, and unexpected plot twists, Kairos forces you to question where to draw the line between hero and antihero.

Author Bio

Ulysse Malassagne is a director, storyboader, animator, designer, comic book author. He attended Saint-Geraud high school and studied animation and storyboarding at the School of Gobelins. Kairos is his debut graphic novel.
Go to Sleep (I Miss You)
Cartoons from the Fog of New Parenthood by Lucy Knisley

Lucy Knisley is one of the great memoirists of the graphic novel format. Following the completion of her pregnancy memoir KID GLOVES (and the birth of her baby), Lucy embarked on a new project: documenting new motherhood in short, spontaneous little cartoons, which she posted on her Instagram, and which quickly gained her a huge cult following among other moms.

The best of those wildly popular little cartoons are collected in this adorable gift book, a perfect read for expecting parents, new parents, and anyone who loves funny, relatable comics storytelling.

Author Bio

Lucy Knisley is the author and illustrator of beloved graphic novels about memory, identity, food, and family. Her Alex Award-winning graphic novel, Relish: My Life in the Kitchen, tells the story of her childhood steeped in the food industry. It was a New York Times bestseller and has been translated into five languages. Her travelogues (French Milk, An Age of License, and Displacement) and web comic series (Stop Paying Attention) have been lauded by critics, and her combined work has built her a devoted readership for her honest and thoughtful true-life stories. Her graphic memoirs include Something New: Tales from a Makeshift Bride and Kid Gloves.
The Golden Age, Book 1
by Roxanne Moreil and Cyril Pedrosa, illustrated by Cyril Pedrosa

Author Bio

Roxanne Moreil is a bookseller, as well as a collaborator in a myriad of cartoon-related projects. She is a member of Fumetti, a cooperative from Nantes dedicated to comics and the co-creator of Vie Moderne publishing group with Cyril Pedrosa, where together they began to publish art produced by pairs of authors, inspired by works of great painters. L’Age d’or is her first graphic novel script, co-written alongside Cyril Pedrosa.

Cyril Pedrosa has been a huge comic book fan during his childhood and adolescence. He’s worked at Walt Disney and after meeting with writer David Chauvel, began the series Ring Circus with publisher Delcourt. Since then his books include Coeurs solitaires, Brigade Fantome, Portugal, Les Equinoxes, and, most recently, L’Age d’or. Cyril Pedrosa has been a huge comic book fan during his childhood and adolescence. He’s worked at Walt Disney and after meeting with writer David Chauvel, began the series Ring Circus with publisher Delcourt. Since then his books include Coeurs solitaires, Brigade Fantome, Portugal, Les Equinoxes, and, most recently, L’Age d’or.
The Antiquarian Sticker Book
An Illustrated Compendium of Adhesive Ephemera
by Odd Dot

Author Bio

Odd Dot is an imprint of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group dedicated to creating joyful books for curious minds. Our mission is to develop interactive and substantive gift books that explore categories and formats never seen before. We are a proudly odd mix of makers, creators, and engineers, guided by the priorities of innovation, education, and play.

Odd Dot
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full color throughout
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